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Abstract

This paper is proposed about three axis motion control camera design method based on wires. Original motion control camera consists of track, boom, L-Head, Camera and so on and is enormous and expensive. But proposed motion control camera adjusts wire length using encoders and motors. And position control use position based straight line of straight-line move method for moving precise position. Proposed simple design is able to use various place and inexpensive than original motion control camera. But, camera was vibrated and rotated due to basic property of wire. So we proposed solutions that connected method of wire and using a tensional object for reducing rotation. For proposed algorithm verification, we realized three axis motion control camera based on wire and measured oscillation while moving same trace. We confirmed the results that standard deviation of oscillation was reduced 4.93 degree than before design method.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there is getting popular film using motion control camera in all over the world. Motion control camera is said that system by computer control for shooting same repetition [1]. Basically, this system has a track so that it can control elaborately horizontal movement and make complex motion of camera using variable axis (dolly, pan/tilt, roll, boom, swing, x-track, focus and so on). It is moved motor which is controlled all axis by computer so that motion of camera is able to control precisely. Precise control of motion control camera can be obtained same camera view because of every shoot camera can move same by input data at each time. So, motion control camera is widely used various special effects shooting and broadcasting. Example, it is made thousands of people by multiplying images only using a little extra or it is made CG background using sequential shooting data for real scene [2, 3].

Now, motion control camera is widely used consist of track and boom, L-Head, camera. But it is enormous and occupied much space so that have been restricted space. Its price is also very expensive. Therefore, we proposed simple design method that is 3-axis motion control camera based on wires. It is able to use various spaces and can be made cheaper than original. Then, we expect to frequently use motion control camera than before and see great picture quality.

Proposed simple design method consists of rotary encoder and motor, wire, plate, camera. Rotary encoder measured wire length and motor controlled wire length then camera which is attached under plate is moved. We used straight-line move method to control precise position of plate. But when plate is moved, it was occurred roll motion (roll axis lies along direction of camera angle) and we also suggested solution of this problem. The solution is that wires converge into one point. Although we solved the problem, another problem was occurred yaw motion. This problem solved to use a tensional object that caused energy distribution. We made proposed motion control camera system and experiment. And experiment result is that rotation of plate is reduced and camera moves to desired point.

The main objective of this paper is to develop the motion control camera system based on wires. With regard to proposed motion system, motion stability relied on anti-sway method to minimize roll and yaw motion. The following section provides a structure of proposed motion control system. Section 3 presents anti-sway methods to make stable movement. Section 4 and 5 shows motion control program and experimental result, and contains concluding remarks.

2. Proposed System Design

2.1 Kinematic of Motion Control Camera Based on Wires

We proposed the motion control camera system based on wires as shown in Fig. 1. (a). It is very simple structure and low-cost system. The system consists of three pipes and rotary encoders, motors, wires, and a plate, camera. We appeared 3-axis by setting up pipes above edge of wall and both surfaces of a wall near ceil as shown in Fig. 1. (b). Also, we established three pulleys for controlling wires and rotary encoders for measuring wire length. Then wires length is changed using three motors in each axis so that a plate and camera under plate is controlled and moved by difference of three wires length. Therefore, we can appear hardware of motion control camera system based on wire. Next, we introduce various motion control method and our method [4-6].
2.2 Motion Control Method

There are three ways of motion control method which is straight-line move, arc move, and contoured move. A straight-line move executes the shortest move between two points. Shortly, this method finds straight line of between two points. And are move causes a coordinate space of axes to move on a circular, spherical, or helical path. We can move two-dimensional vector spaces in a circle only on a 2D plane and move a 3D vector space on a spherical or helical path. Finally, a contoured move moves an axis or a coordinate space of axes in a pattern that we define. The trajectory generator on the motion controller is not used during a contoured move. The controller takes position data in the form of an array and splines the data before outputting it to the DACs or stepper outputs.

Because we regard that motion control camera is important to reaches repeatedly precise position, we selected straight-line move method. This method is simple and can easy use. First, we previously selected several objective points and calculated distance every two points. Then we can control the camera position by using calculated distance and motor. Calculation method is introduced next section [7-12].

2.3 Position Control of Motion Control Camera

We used straight-line method based position, so we need to calculate present position of motion control camera and motor velocity for controlling objective positions. Fig. 2. indicates simple figure of system for knowing variable at each point. This paper assumed that we kn ow position variable of pulleys $T_1, T_2, T_3$ and initial wires length $L_1, L_2, L_3$.

We can calculate present camera position $P(x, y, z)$ using wires length $L_1, L_2, L_3$ is:

$$P(x, y, z) = (x_1 T_1 + x_2 T_2 + x_3 T_3) / 2$$

where $x_1 = L_1^2 - x_1^2 - y_1^2 - z_1^2$, $x_2 = L_2^2 - x_2^2 - y_2^2 - z_2^2$, $x_3 = L_3^2 - x_3^2 - y_3^2 - z_3^2$ and is calculated using initial wires length and pulleys positions. Thus, we can know present and next step is motor velocity calculation for moving objective position.

We assumed an objective position is $P'(x', y', z')$ and we know $T_1, T_2, T_3$ and $L_1, L_2, L_3$. Then, we can know $L_1', L_2', L_3'$ is next polynomial expression in (6) and we obtain to variation of wire length $\Delta L$ in (11).

$$\Delta L = L_1 - L_1'$$
$$\Delta L = L_2 - L_2'$$
$$\Delta L = L_3 - L_3'$$

Each polynomial expression in (1) ~ (3) is calculated square and subtraction by following (4). Then, we obtained the present position of motion control camera.
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3. Anti-sway System Design

3.1 Approach the Roll Motion Problem and Solution

We considered force of plate and wire for analyzing the roll motion. And this paper will be limited to consideration of 2-axis about kinematic of plate and wires in static state as shown in Fig. 3.

The tensile force is resolved \( \vec{P}_r \) and \( \vec{P}_x \). \( \vec{P}_r \) which is defined according to (9). \( \theta \) denotes the degree between plate and wire. \( \vec{P}_r \), \( \vec{P}_x \) are that the direction is opposite and the magnitude is equal in static state. Then we can calculate relation between \( \vec{T}_1 \) and \( \vec{T}_2 \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{F}_r &= \vec{T}_1 \sin \theta \\
\vec{F}_x &= \vec{T}_2 \\
\vec{T}_1 \sin \theta &= \vec{T}_2 \sin \theta_2 \\
\vec{T}_1 &= \frac{\sin \theta}{\sin \theta_2} \vec{T}_2
\end{align*}
\]

Like (9), \( \vec{T}_1 \) and \( \vec{T}_2 \) depend on angle of between two wires and vertical direction of plate. When \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) differ, the tension forces have different value. Different tension forces cause the torque as shown (10) and the torque generated roll motion.

\[
\tau = \sum \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_y = \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_r + \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_x
\]

where \( \tau \) is the torque, \( \vec{r} \) denotes the distance of between the center point of plate and a point of linking wire. Because roll motion caused eventually different \( \theta_1 \), \( \theta_2 \), we proposed to reduce the distance \( \vec{r} \) as shown in Fig. 4. If the distance \( \vec{r} \) is eliminated, it could be reduce the torque in (11). Therefore we can solve the problem of roll motion and we experimented to confirm but it is occurred to another problem which is Yaw motion. We also analyzed and proposed to solve this problem in next section.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau &= \sum \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_y = \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_r + \vec{r} \times \vec{F}_x \\
&= \vec{r} \times \vec{T}_1 \cos \theta_1 + \vec{r} \times \vec{T}_2 \cos \theta_2 \\
&= 0 \times \vec{T}_1 \cos \theta_1 + 0 \times \vec{T}_2 \cos \theta_2 \\
&= 0
\end{align*}
\]

We connected tensional objects between each wire and the vertex of plate for solving yaw motion as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6., dotted line is tensional objects. We can prove proposed design to reduced yaw motion as shown in Fig. 7. This figure appeared the change in length of a tensional objects \( l \) when it is occurred yaw motion and we found that the change of \( l_1, l_1, l_2 \) are similar to pendulum motion. In case of the pendulum motion, the position of \( p_0 \) has zero potential energy and
maximum kinetic energy. In general, the energy of pendulum motion is defined by kinetic and potential energy in (14).

\[ E = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 + mgh \]  

(14)

where \( m \) denotes the mass, \( v \) means the velocity, \( g \) is the gravity acceleration, and \( h \) is the height.

In proposed design of Fig. 6, the kinetic energy changes into strain and potential energy in pendulum motion. This is added strain energy differently before connected to tensional objects. Conversely, the potential energy changes into strain and kinetic energy in (15). As a result, kinematic and potential energy reduced due to strain energy.

\[ \Delta = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 + \frac{1}{2}k\Delta l^2 \]  

(15)

The energy relation of each position is defined according to:

\[ l_0 : E_0 = \frac{1}{2}mv_0^2 + \frac{1}{2}k_0 \Delta l_0^2 \]  

\[ l_1 : E_1 = \frac{1}{2}mv_1^2 + \frac{1}{2}k_1 \Delta l_1^2 + mgh_1 \]  

\[ l_2 : E_2 = \frac{1}{2}mv_2^2 + \frac{1}{2}k_2 \Delta l_2^2 + mgh_2 \]  

(16)

\( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) have strain energy and we know the principle of the conservation of energy. Then kinetic and potential energy of \( l_1 \), \( l_2 \) is reduced before. Therefore we confirmed to reduce yaw motion because of connecting tensional object’s strain energy.

4. Experimental Results

We set up 3-axis motion control camera base on wire and we tested to verify proposed methods. The system needs a motion controller to operate three motors. The motion controller is PCI-7350 in National Instrument Corporation and used three motors are AC servo motor, FMA CK04-AB00 in HIGEN Corporation. And we used rotary encoder for measuring wire length. Two tilt sensors (DAS-M1) measured roll and pitch rotation of the plate. All of hardware is controlled development software LABVIEW 8.6. To experiment, we appointed several points and the system is moved as selected order of points. In Fig. 8. indicates our experiment method for tilt measurement. Right figure of Fig. 8. is shown motion control program using LABVIEW. It has monitor mode and manual mode, auto mode. Monitor mode is able to check present position and wire length, motor velocity and so on. And manual mode is passive moving and auto mode is used automatic action that is previously gave trajectory. Using auto mode of developed system, we selected trajectory followed arrow like ‘8’ with starting point (0, 0). We measured roll and pitch axis tilts of plate during moving camera for comparing with anti-sway design and without anti-sway. Shortly, we measured roll tilts before and after improving roll motion. Likewise, we also measured pitch tilts. Experimental result is shown that proposed anti-sway design is better than without anti-sway design. We described the variance of tilt and compared with roll and pitch direction in Fig. 9. And we expressed the Gaussian distribution of rotation on each axis in Fig. 10. We calculated the standard deviation from Gaussian distribution. In roll axis, without anti-sway design has 1.8567 and anti-sway design has 1.1085. And without anti-sway design has 6.3480 and anti-sway design has 1.4147 in pitch axis tilt. Therefore we are shown that rotation of plate is reduced both roll and pitch axis and concluded that performance of proposed design is good.
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5. Conclusion

This paper proposed 3-axis motion control camera design based on wires and moving control algorithm used straight-line move method because we wanted to move repeatedly precise position. But system had some problems that roll and yaw motion. So we approached and solved the problem. The problem of roll motion is solved with eliminating the distance of between the center point of plate and a point linking wire. And the problem of yaw motion is solved with connecting tensional objects. We tested design that has each problem and applied anti-sway design. As a result, we confirmed proposed anti-sway design is advanced.

Proposed motion control camera design based on wires is simple structure and cheaper so that is able to use various place. But proposed system is hard to smooth trajectory control in curve path, because the control algorithm of proposed system used position based straight line of straight-line move method. So there remains to be more studied the motion attitude and when we have a chance, we will apply control algorithm that is arc move and contoured move. If control algorithm is developed the dynamic moving method, proposed system will be widely available motion control camera to handle image processing.
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